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Description
hi,
I am aware, this might sound silly... but still, I think it makes sense...
it would be great to mute songs in playlists...
like 'right click' -- mute this song...
and from then on it would be skipped during playback...
and it could be greyed or something (but definitely nor red :))
why?
you are happy with your albums...
you like like all songs are there... in the right order..
and that they are from the same folder, that is, they have the same quality cause they were digitized in one batch, presumably :)
I find myself all the time wanting to delete a song from a playlist...
but I don't want to break the order :) :)
and what I'll do is skip them manually every time ...
or repeat others.. or create a temporary version of the playlist..
the reason why this could all make sense is that we do not like or dislike songs...
we like them a lot now, and like them less later ...
and this can change in any direction
listening to full albums is the old way, the passive way of the 20th century :) :)
thanks for developing Audacious
// I use 3.10, the QT version on linux mint 19
History
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hi,
I am aware, this might sound silly... but still, I think it makes sense...
it would be great to mute songs in playlists...
like 'right click' -- mute this song...
and from then on it would be skipped during playback...
and it could be greyed or something (but definitely nor red :))
why?
you are happy with your albums...
you like that all songs are there... in the right order..
and that they are from the same folder, that is, they have the same quality cause they were digitized in one batch, presumably :)
I find myself all the time wanting to delete a song from a playlist...
but I don't want to break the order :) :)
and what I'll do is skip them manually every time ...
or repeat others.. or create a temporary version of the playlist..
the reason why this could all make sense is that we do not like or dislike songs...
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we like them a lot now, and like them less later ...
and this can change in any direction
listening to full albums is the old way, the passive way of the 20th century :) :)
thanks for developing Audacious
// I use 3.10, the QT version on linux mint 19
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